
INSTRUCTIONS
2-10 players

CONTENTS:
128 cards

144 health tokens
10 player aides

Overview

Each player starts with health tokens and a hand of cards. Your 
objective is to strategically play your hand out to avoid losing 
health. Whoever has the most health at the end of the game wins!

Set up the deck(s) based on the number of players.
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Remove all Gourmayhem cards (double-sided, 4 in each deck).2

The game is played in a series of tricks. In each trick, players play 
one card each and one player takes the cards. Whoever last ate 
dessert leads the first trick by playing any card. The food
group of the first card in each trick is the Craving.
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Going clockwise, players must play a card of the Craving food 
group if available in their hand. Otherwise, they play any card.

2

Shuffle the remaining cards and deal the same number of
cards face down to each player (see back for 2 player set-up).
Players look at their hands.

3

Give each player 500 health worth of tokens (4 of each token).4

4 players use one deck and remove all level 1-2 cards.
7 players use two decks and remove all level 1-4 cards from 
the first deck and all level 1-5 cards from the second deck.

Example SetUp  

There are four food groups. Each food group has one card for 
each level 1-15. See player aides for a reference table of all cards.

FOOD GROUPS

We suggest playing without Gourmayhem rules (see back) for 
your first few games. Then, you’ll have worked up an appetite for 
some extra juicy fun!

Gourmayhem! (optional)

Whoever plays the highest level craving gets attacked and takes 
the trick. They collect all cards from the trick into a pile in front of 
them, referred to as their Stack. Cards in your Stack will be used
to add up points at the end of the round.
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Whoever takes the trick leads the next trick by playing any card.4

Cravings Only  Only a player who plays a Craving will take the 
trick. If you play a card that is not a Craving, you will not take the 
trick, even if your card is the highest level.

Don't want to read?
Go online to watch our How To Play video: 

www.deadlydessertsgame.com/how
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We cannot change the cards we 
are dealt, just how we dish them 
out on everyone else.
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Gameplay



Players play tricks until their hands are empty. The round is over.

Any card with a      or      is a Super Food and 
damages or heals at the end of a round.

See player aides for a reference table of all cards.

At the end of each round, each player adds up total points in their 
Stack and removes or adds health tokens accordingly.

If it is not the 3rd round and no player has run out of health, start 
the next round by shuffling the deck and re-dealing to players 
(players keep current health tokens). Whoever collected Hangry 
Pig this round leads the first trick of the next round.
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A player Sugar Rushes when ending a round with all of the      dessert 
cards in their Stack. Add up total points in their stack and deal this to
EACH of the other players, while the Sugar Rusher takes no damage.

Asparaguy is worth -100 health, instead of of +100 health, when 
in the Sugar Rusher's Stack. In other words, Asparaguy increases 
the Sugar Rush damage.

Sugar Spike A player automatically wins if their Sugar Rush 
causes another player to run out of health.

Super Bacon Rush Ending a 4-player round with all of the
desserts, Hangry Pig, Asparaguy, and Double Agent Seltzer in your 
Stack deals 800 damage to EACH of the other players!

Before the first trick of each round, players have the option to 
exchange certain cards with Gourmayhem cards (double-sided) to 
double their effects.

shadow swine
-200 

Hangry Pig
-100

 Asparaguy &
BananaBoy

+200

 Asparaguy 
+100

Double Agent Seltzer 
x2 or +50

bubbs, the bionic 
bamboozler

x4 or +100

Froyozen,
The Dragon

-50

Froyozen,
the candy commander
-50 and x2 all desserts, 

including Froyozen,
for all players

1

The game ends after 3 rounds or when someone runs out of 
health. The player with the most health at the end of the game 
wins and is crowned Captain Culinary Catastrophe!

4

Double Agent Seltzer does NOT double the amount of received 
Sugar Rush damage when in a non-Sugar Rusher’s Stack

-100
health

+100 
health

 x2 or 
+50 if nO 

Super Foods

Add up total points of 
all other Super Foods 
first, then multiply by 2.
 
+50 health if Double 
Agent Seltzer is the 
only Super Food in a 
player’s stack.

All       dessert cards are Super Foods, with higher level cards dealing 
higher damage.

The      meat,      plant, and      drink food groups have one Super 
Food each. The other cards in these food groups have no point 
values and are used to strategically play around Super Foods.

=  +100 health

Example:

=  -100 health

LEVEL

POINTS

Alternatively, the game ends when the first player runs out of 
health, regardless of how many rounds have passed.

Binge Buffet

When two players play the same card, they cancel each other out 
and cannot take the trick. Whoever plays the highest level craving 
that is not cancelled takes the trick, including cancelled cards. If all 
cards in a trick are cancelled, they are taken by whoever takes the 
next trick (previous trick if it is the round's last trick).

Double Decker (6-10 players) 

After setting up the deck, deal 8 cards to each player and place 
the remaining deck in the middle as a draw pile. Players play two 
cards each trick, one card at a time (Player 1      Player 2      
Player 1      Player 2). At the end of each trick, players draw two 
cards each from the draw pile if it has any cards.

Feud Standoff (2 players)

Cancelled
and cannot
take trick

Highest level 
craving that is
not cancelled

Thank you
Welcome to the food feud! If you 
have any questions or feedback, 
feel free to reach out to us at:
alec@deadlydessertsgame.com

or

1) Gourmayhem cards are double-sided and are therefore 
revealed to other players.

2) Players cannot play Gourmayhem Cards the first time their 
food group is a craving in a round, unless it is their only craving
(e.g. a player cannot play Shadow Swine the first time      meat is 
the Craving in a round, unless they have no other meats in hand).

what’s the scoop?

rounds

scoring

sugar rush

  (optional)

gourmayhem cards


